Mobility 2045 Metropolitan Transportation Plan Call for Projects
General Information
The Killeen – Temple Metropolitan Planning Organization, hereinafter referred to as KTMPO,
serves as the planning organization for the federally designated Transportation Management
Area located in the Central Texas area. The KTMPO boundary covers all of Bell County and parts
of Lampasas and Coryell Counties along with portions of Fort Hood. The Central Texas Council of
Governments (CTCOG) serves as the lead staffing agency for the KTMPO Transportation Planning
Policy Board (TPPB).
KTMPO is issuing a Call for Projects (CFP) as part of the update of its Mobility 2045 Metropolitan
Transportation Plan (MTP). Projects representing all modes of transportation are requested to
include roadway, bike and pedestrian, transit, and other eligible activities. Only construction
phase funding is available through the CFP. Project sponsors are responsible for funding preconstruction activities (for example, feasibility studies and preliminary engineering).
If a project receives a sufficient score and fulfills a demonstrated need within the 25-year
planning horizon of the MTP, the project may be included in the fiscally constrained MTP. Projects
included in the fiscally constrained MTP may be funded through various sources at the local,
state, and federal levels based on established priority and funding availability. These funding
sources include Surface Transportation Metropolitan Mobility and Transportation Alternatives
funding, and other FAST ACT programs. In early screening, each project will be assigned to a
preliminary funding category that aligns with the project scope, purpose and need. The
preliminary funding categories will be used to perform a financial analysis of the proposed MTP
program of projects.
A listing of funding categories used in the Texas Unified Transportation Program (UTP) and Texas
Metropolitan Planning Programs is provided in Appendix A of this document. Although there are
twelve funding categories, not all funding categories are available for use in developing the MTP.
The categories available to fund the MTP in a given cycle depend on current national and state
funding guidelines and the collaborative dialogue between the State and the MPO. The planned
funding allocation is then documented in the Texas UTP, which guides the allocation of available
funding resources for the upcoming 10 years.
This CFP describes a detailed process for submission of a project. The projects will be evaluated and
scored by the KTMPO Staff or designee (using objective criteria) and Technical Advisory
Committee (TAC) (using subjective criteria). Projects will be ranked based upon the scores and
the TAC will provide a recommendation to the TPPB. Final approval of the prioritized project list
will be made by the KTMPO TPPB. Projects will be evaluated based on the scoring criteria
provided in this project call packet.
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The CFP is available on the KTMPO website at www.ktmpo.org. Any revisions or updates to the
CFP will be posted on the KTMPO website. Questions about the CFP may be sent via email to
James McGill at james.mcgill@ctcog.org. Questions will be addressed upon receipt and will be
posted on the KTMPO website. Questions about the CFP must be submitted to KTMPO by
October 30, 2020.
All submittals must be received by KTMPO by 12:00 PM on November 13, 2020 via physical
electronic media or email. For large files, contact KTMPO for options using FTP or file-sharing
services. Electronic responses must be formatted for 8 ½” x 11”, 8 ½” x 14” or 11” x 17” output
only. Hard copies will not be accepted.
Submission of Project Proposals – Electronic Media
By Mail
Central Texas Council of Governments
Attention: James McGill
P.O. Box 729
Belton, Texas 76513
By Email: james.mcgill@ctcog.org

Hand Delivery
Central Texas Council of Governments
Attention: James McGill
2180 North Main
Belton, Texas 76513
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KTMPO Project Scoring Process
The Project Selection Process fulfills several needs in the metropolitan planning process. In order to
spend federal dollars on local transportation projects and programs, a metropolitan area must have
a long-range Metropolitan Transportation Plan (MTP) and short-range Transportation Improvement
Program (TIP). Federal and State regulations require both of these documents to be performancebased and financially constrained. Fiscal constraint has been a key component of transportation
planning and program development since the passage of the Intermodal Surface Transportation
Efficiency Act (ISTEA) of 1991.
The MTP is a long-range plan, normally 20 to 25 years, which outlines the long-term goals for the
region’s transportation system.
The long-term goals of the MTP include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Improve mobility.
Reduce congestion.
Improve access to jobs, homes, goods, and services.
Improve safety, reliability, and efficiency in transportation system.
Promote a healthier environment; and
Encourage a regional coordination in decision making.

The MTP includes a list of projects that, over the long term, will meet the objectives of the plan. The
projects listed in the MTP are grouped into three component project lists: a short-range plan, a longrange plan, and a regionally significant-unfunded plan. Fiscal constraint means that the cost of those
projects selected for inclusion in the MTP's planning horizon must reasonably match the expected
funding levels for that time period. The cost of those projects included in the 10-year short range plan
cannot exceed UTP projected funding available during that 10-year period. The planned KTMPO UTP
funding allocation by category is provided in Appendix B. These funding allocations are subject to
change over time as the UTP is amended to address new National or State programs, or fiscal
circumstances change with the economy.
Projects programmed for implementation in the long-range component of the plan must also be
fiscally constrained based upon the projected future categorical funding levels. Projects that are
advanced to the four-year TIP have received dedicated funding. Because of the limited resources
available, not all projects that are submitted to the CFP can be included in the fiscally constrained
MTP. Therefore, a process is needed to evaluate and score projects.
Once projects have been scored according to the procedures set forth in the remainder of this
document, the projects will be placed in the financially constrained component project lists of the
MTP based on projected funding levels for the MTP planning horizon, the project’s score, and the
project’s implementation timeline (readiness). When fiscal constraint for the MTP planning horizon
is reached, the remaining projects will be placed in the regionally significant-unfunded section of the
MTP.
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Project Selection Process
The KTMPO Project Selection Process consists of 4 steps:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Call for Projects and project submission to KTMPO
Project Review and Evaluation
KTMPO Technical Advisory Committee Recommendation
KTMPO Transportation Planning Policy Board Review and Approval

The following is a detailed discussion of these steps and their processes.

Step 1: Call for Projects and Project Submission to KTMPO
As part of the updated 2045 MTP process, KTMPO, with coordination and cooperation from TxDOT,
will open a call for projects for all participants in the KTMPO area. KTMPO member organizations
wishing to submit projects to KTMPO can do so by completing a KTMPO 2045 MTP Project
Submission Packet. Projects must be submitted to KTMPO by November 13, 2020
All projects submitted to KTMPO will be reviewed by staff to ensure that the submittals are
responsive to all required scoring criteria as well as to identify any fatal flaws in project feasibility or
eligibility. Sponsors are encouraged to contact KTMPO for guidance or interpretation as early as
possible in the application process for advice and feedback. KTMPO staff may call upon TxDOT or
other subject matter experts for support in examining feasibility or eligibility.
Projects which are non-responsive, or with identified feasibility or eligibility defects, will be returned
to the submitting member with notes to enable the member to cure any defects, update their
application and re-submit their project. All projects without defects which are evaluated as
responsive and containing all the required information will be assigned to a funding category and
proceed to the scoring process.
Projects that are currently in the 2045 MTP project list may use the same submission packet as used
during the 2018 Reprioritization and need not be resubmitted, but all projects will be rescored, so an
updated application packet may be beneficial to the project scoring. Any changes to a project will
require a new submission packet.
The criteria for evaluating a project submission as responsive or non-responsive are:
•

Exhibit A: The project submittal must include project name, MPO ID (unless project is
new), project track, project readiness status. The submittal must also describe any issues
with timing, staging, funding, or coordination with other projects that impact whether
this project is best implemented in the immediate timeframe or at some other short-term
or long-term time. In addition, the submittal must include local priority ranking, project
limits, work description, length (miles), estimated total cost, planned let year, how the
project addresses the goals set out in the MTP and other local plans.

The purpose and needs statement must describe the following:
o

The primary issue which requires correction or enhancement and describe how the
project will address the issue.
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o

Reasonable alternative approaches to the issue, if any, and why the proposed project is
the best alternative.

Each member may submit an unlimited number of projects for evaluation. All projects submitted by
the member must be given a preferred order of selection. Members’ project preference order is given
points under the Local Priority evaluation criteria.
•

Exhibit B: The project submittal must include a brief narrative stating how the project
addresses the overall vision of developing a fully integrated, multimodal transportation
system for people and freight, and how the project addresses KTMPO long-range goals
adopted in the MTP. This narrative is a critical component of the application because it
serves as a guide to understanding project value in addressing each of the subjective
scoring criteria. Topics to be included in this section may include the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Connectivity
Local Support
Scope of Benefit
Environmental Justice
Environmental Mitigation
Multi-Modal Support
Security & Reliability
Transportation Enhancements and Livability
Sustainability
Complete-Streets design elements inherent in the project
Economic Development Travel and Tourism
Freight

•

Exhibit C: The project submittal must include a map of the project clearly showing the
project location and limits.

•

Exhibit D: The project submittal must include a signed assurance that any and all
TxDOT/FHWA deadlines will be met and required contracts will be signed.

•

Exhibit E: Local support for the project, both “official” support from the submitting
member and “unofficial” support from other agencies and the general public, is an
important evaluation criterion. The submitting member should provide brief
documentation on the local support for each project.

Step 2: Project Review and Evaluation
The overall vision of KTMPO as outlined in the 2045 MTP is to develop a fully integrated, multimodal
transportation system for people and freight. KTMPO actively seeks to promote projects to develop
and support transportation choices in the region, including transit and active transportation modes.
In evaluating eligible transportation projects, the different scopes, characters, and operating
characteristics of the various modes and project types are apparent. These are so distinctly different
that it would be impossible to develop a single process which would support a fair and
comprehensive evaluation of all the different projects. Project evaluation and scoring therefore
3
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follows two distinct tracks:
•

Road Track—Evaluation of projects primarily addressing roads and bridges.

•

Transportation Choices and Livability Track—To provide a fair evaluation of bicycle
and pedestrian projects and of projects dealing with environmental and quality of life
issues.

Each evaluation track contains objective and subjective criteria. Each track is customized to contain
the criteria and weights most appropriate to their respective transportation modes, but each also
contains common criteria and evaluation points for the categories of:
•

Linkage to the MTP or Other Relevant Regional Plans, with a maximum of 5 points given
for a project’s linkage to current planning documents.

•

Local Priority and Support, with a maximum of 5 points given for a project’s listing in the
submitting member’s list of preferences and documented local support.

•

Project Scope, with a maximum of 35 points given for a project’s contributions to local
benefits and livability.

Step 3: KTMPO Technical Advisory Committee Recommendation
The KTMPO Technical Advisory Committee will review all projects which are evaluated as responsive
and complete and which are forwarded to the TAC by KTMPO staff. The projects’ evaluation will
follow the defined project review and evaluation process, which will include the following steps:
Step 1: All projects will receive scores for the objective criteria through a third-party consultant.
KTMPO staff will deliver objective scores to each entity on December 31, 2020. TAC members may
question any project’s objective score for any criteria. KTMPO staff will provide documentation of all
scores as requested. The TAC will have the final decision on any objective project score, if, after
consulting with KTMPO Staff, a dispute still exists.
Step 2: All projects will receive scores for the subjective criteria. Subjective scoring will be conducted
by the TAC. TAC subjective scores will need to be submitted to KTMPO by February 3, 2021.
Step 3: As projects are scored, the TAC may discuss individual projects’ scoring together and highlight
any projects for consideration of bonus points. The assignment of bonus points is intended to provide
flexibility for special situations and to provide better documentation and transparency for the normal
give-and-take inherent to any process involving subjective scoring. The assignment of bonus points
is subject to specific criteria:
•

The project must have some prominent characteristic which is not adequately covered by
the selection criteria. A project to correct for unintended consequences or to fine-tune the
performance of a previously constructed project would also qualify for this criterion.

•

The characteristic must have a regional benefit.

•

The reasoning for the assignment of bonus points must be discussed openly and must be
documented.
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A bonus score of 1 to 5 points may be added to any project by the TAC with a simple majority vote.
Step 4: Each project’s total score will be calculated within its particular evaluation track, i.e., Road
Track or Transportation Choices and Livability Track.
Step 5: All projects will then be placed in order from the highest to the lowest score within their
respective evaluation track. To break ties, the highest subjective score of the tied projects will be used
as the first tiebreaker. If projects remain tied, the lower estimated project cost will be used as the
second tiebreaker. If ties remain after two tiebreakers, the rank of the project will be determined by
the TAC with a simple majority vote.
From this rank ordering, projects will be placed in one of the MTP’s three project listing components.
The first ten years’ worth of projects, balanced to the available funding determined by the fiscal
constraint component of the MTP, will comprise the short-range listing of projects to be placed in the
TIP during the next ten years. The remaining fifteen years of projects, balanced to the available
funding determined by the fiscal constraint component of the MTP, will be placed in the long-range
listing. All other projects will be placed on the regionally significant-unfunded listing. The TAC will be
given the opportunity to develop a funding order based on the project ranking and the need to fund a
specific project. The funding order will be developed and recommended by the TAC with a simple
majority vote.
Once the Project Review and Evaluation Process is complete, the TAC will forward a recommendation
for the three project listing components of the MTP to the KTMPO Transportation Planning Policy
Board for their review and approval.

Step 4: KTMPO Transportation Planning Policy Board Review and Approval
The KTMPO Transportation Planning Policy Board (TPPB) will review and may accept, or by
consensus, revise candidate projects for inclusion in the three project listing components of the MTP.
If the TPPB chooses to reject the recommendation of the TAC, the project listing may be returned to
them for further review and evaluation. If the TPPB adopts the TAC recommendation and funding is
available, those components will then be incorporated into the MTP.
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Road Evaluation Track
1

Congestion

0 to 5 points each; 10 points maximum

Scoring is based on existing LOS and the expected change in LOS from the forecasted build to the
forecasted no-build condition. Forecasted conditions for the year 2045 are estimated by the travel
demand model, and current conditions are estimated by the 2015 model. New construction road
projects are also to be input into the 2015 model to estimate their current conditions within the
context of the full network and to provide a consistent basis for comparison. A forecast improvement
in LOS means that the project reduces congestion, so a project which shows a greater improvement in
LOS will score better. This is an objective, travel demand model (TDM) based criteria.
Existing LOS
2045 Build vs No Build Change in LOS
A
0 points
F to E
2 points*
B
1 point
E to D
2 points
C
2 point
D to C
1 point
D
3 points
C to B
1 point
E
4 points
B to A
0 points
F
5 points
A
0 points
*Scores are cumulative as LOS descends to a maximum of 5 points

2

Traffic

0 to 5 points each; 10 points maximum

This criterion considers the current and forecasted traffic volume in two parts: Average Annual Daily
Traffic (AADT), and connections to major activity centers that support peak hour traffic flow.
Part A: Average Annual Daily Traffic (AADT)

0 to 5 points—Objective

The scoring criterion for AADT considers both the existing and the forecasted traffic volumes, with
points averaged to a composite score. Forecasted conditions for the year 2045 are estimated by the
travel demand model, and current conditions are estimated by the 2015 model. New construction
road projects are also to be input into the 2015 model to estimate their current conditions within the
context of the full network and to provide a consistent basis for comparison. The score for this
criterion is the average value of the current and forecasted AADT points. Roads with higher traffic
tend to have greater regional significance, so projects with higher traffic will score better. Roadways
with high traffic growth are responding to regional travel patterns and will score better. This is an
objective criterion based on model-based estimates of AADT.
Current AADT
40,000+
5 points
20,000 to 39,999 4 points
10,000 to 19,499 3 points
5,000 to 9,999
2 points
2,500 to 4,999
1 point
<2,500
0 point

Change in AADT
5 points
5 points
3 points
2 points
1 point
0 points
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Part B: Connections to Major Activity Centers

0 to 5 points—Objective

This criterion considers the project’s ability to reduce peak period traffic congestion and its ability to
provide connectivity to defined major activity centers. The defined major activity centers are sites
(malls, hospitals, colleges, airports, Fort Hood, large commercial developments, and schools),
typically with high concentrations of employment, which generate high levels of traffic in the peak
period. Projects that are close to and connect multiple major activity centers would have a greater
ability to reduce peak period traffic, and so would score higher.
A list of major traffic generators for the Road Track is included in Appendix C. This is an objective
criterion.

2 or more activity centers within 0.5 miles
1 activity center within 0.5 miles
Does not connect to an activity center

3

Safety

Points
5 points
3 points
0 points

0 to 5 points; 10 points maximum

This criterion is used to identify safety problem areas and to support projects which will impact the
number and severity of traffic-related crashes. There are two parts to the criterion: the five-year
rolling average fatality rate, and the five-year rolling average serious injury rate.
Part A: Fatality Rate

0 to 5 points—Objective

This criterion measures the project location’s number of fatalities per 100 million vehicle miles
travelled against the statewide 5-year rolling average. A higher difference indicates that a location
has more safety issues than the statewide average. A higher difference receives a higher score for a
safety project. Proposed roads are assumed to be designed to current safety standards, and therefore
will receive the neutral score of 2.5 points for this criterion for meeting the statewide average rates.
This criterion is objective.

More than 10% worse than statewide fatality rate
0 to 10% worse than statewide fatality rate
0 to 10% better than the statewide fatality rate
More than 10% better than statewide fatality rate
Has experienced non-vehicular fatalities

Points
4 points
3 point
2 points
1 point
+1 point
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Part B: Serious Injury Rate

0 to 5 points—Objective

This criterion flags the facility’s average serious injury rate during a rolling 5-year period. A higher
difference indicates that a location has more safety issues than the statewide average. A higher
difference receives a higher score for a safety project. Proposed roads are assumed to be designed to
current safety standards, and therefore will receive the neutral score of 2.5 points for this criterion
for meeting the statewide average rates. This criterion is objective.

More than 10% worse than statewide serious injury rate
0 to 10% worse than statewide serious injury rate
0 to 10% better than statewide serious injury rate
More than 10% better than statewide serious injury rate
Has experienced non-vehicular serious injuries
4

Asset Management

Points
4 points
3 point
2 points
1 point
+1 point
0 to 5 points—Objective

This criterion references the project’s connection to the strategic and systemic management of
physical assets within the transportation system. This measures an agency’s ability to operate,
maintain, and improve physical assets with a focus on engineering and economic analysis, to identify
a structured sequence of maintenance, preservation, repair, rehabilitation, and replacement actions
that will achieve and sustain a desired ‘state of good repair’ over the lifecycle of the assets. The
categories of assets are evaluated in similar but different ways, for example:
•
•
•

Bridges are rated on a structural sufficiency rating with a scale of 0 to 100 with 100 being
excellent.
Roadways are rated using a pavement condition index (PCI) on a scale from 0 to 100
Transit assets such as rolling stock (revenue and non-revenue vehicles) are rated using a
useful life benchmark (ULB) and facilities are rated using a Transit Economic Requirements
(TERM) Scale).

The criterion is an objective measure.

100% improvement in benchmark criteria
75% improvement
50% improvement
25% improvement
<25% improvement
Facility on the Interstate or NHS System

Points
4 points
3 points
2 points
1 point
0 points
+1 point
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5 Resiliency

0 to 5 points—Objective/Subjective

Resiliency is the ability of a transportation facility to survive or, in the alternative, recover from
natural disasters such as floods, fires, and other major weather events. Resiliency is a hybrid category
that has two points. The roadway or other transportation facility receives a vulnerability assessment
score using available GIS data (e.g. flood insurance rate maps (FIRM)) and the FHWA vulnerability
assessment tool to provide a vulnerability score. The TAC project evaluation team then scores the
project based on its anticipated ability to address or mitigate this vulnerability. The two factors are
combined to calculate the final score.

Project does not reduce vulnerability
Project has some features likely to contribute to a moderate/general reduction in
vulnerability
Project provides specific resiliency enhancements targeted to significantly reduce
vulnerability

6 Linkage to MTP or Other Plan

Points
0 points
up to 2.5 points
up to 5.0 points

0 to 5 points—Objective/Subjective

This criterion references the project’s inclusion in the current MTP or other plans. This criterion
demonstrates a project’s history and planning linkages. Projects with a history in the MTP are rated as
having a recognized need in the community and have been vetted by the prior planning and project
prioritization process, and so receive a higher score. Scores are cumulative for inclusion in one or
more plans or MTP lists, and the criterion is both objective and subjective.
Points
In the current MTP funded project list
2 points
In the current MTP regionally significant/unfunded List
1 point
In current Regional Multimodal Plan
2 point
On a segment of the current Congestion Management Process network 1 point
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7

Local Priority & Support

0 to 5 points each; 20 points maximum

The local priority & support category of evaluation criterion is designed to define the extent of local
commitment to a project.
Part A: Local Priority

0 to 5 points—Objective/Subjective

The stated preference order for implementation is defined by the submitting member, and may
consider objective and subjective factors, available funding, coordination with other projects or
planning, or other factors. Submitted projects within each respective evaluation track are listed
in order by the member. KTMPO staff will use the preference list as an objective criterion to score
each project within its appropriate evaluation track.

Preference #1
Preference #2
Preference #3
Preference #4
Preference #5
Preference #6 and lower

Part B: Future Growth Area

Points
5 points
4 points
3 points
2 points
1 point
0 points

0 to 5 points—Objective/Subjective

This criterion references the project’s proximity to anticipated future growth areas and the ability to
provide a direct benefit to mobility and/or access of that area. This criterion measures whether the
project serves the community by ensuring the project investment is in line with the anticipated
growth of the region. Future growth areas are defined by KTMPO approved future population and
employment estimations for the region. Mobility and access can be analyzed as positive changes in
anticipated congestion or travel time savings. This criterion is both objective and subjective.

Located in a future growth area and provides direct benefit
Located in a future growth area and does not provide direct benefit
Located outside of a future growth area and does not provide direct benefit

Points
4 to 5 points
2 to 3 points
0 to 1 point
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Part C: Network Connectivity

0 to 5 points—Subjective

The connectivity of the network determines the ease of movement from origin to destination and the
alternative routes available to bypass congestion. This criterion measures how well the project
improves that connectivity or closes a gap in the overall network. Scores are subjective and
cumulative. A project receives 2 points for closing a gap in the roadway network and additional points
for closing gaps in the pedestrian/bike or transit network. A project receives an additional point if it
serves a role in promoting overall regional multimodal connectivity. This is a subjective criterion.

Closes a gap in the roadway network
Closes a gap in the bike – pedestrian
Closes a gap in the transit network
Supports regional system connectivity

Part D: Local Support

Points
2 points
+1 point
+1 point
+1 point

0 to 5 points—Subjective

Local support and lack of controversy for a project are a gauge of the support that a project has from
both the official submitting member and from the general public. This measure may consider local
overmatch, resolutions, petitions, news articles, blog postings, or other relevant factors. This is a
subjective criterion that will be scored based on the submitting member’s documentation.

Significant local support
Moderate local support
Minimal local support
Significant local controversy

Points
4 to 5 points
2 to 3 points
1 to 2 points
0 points
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8

Project Scope

0 to 5 points each; 50 points maximum

Part A: Scope of Benefit

0 to 5 points—Subjective

A submitting member’s narrative, in addition to the project’s model-based traffic changes, should be
used to evaluate the project’s scope of benefits. Factors to be considered include, but are not limited
to, the project’s geographic scale, functional class of the project roadway and connecting roadways,
and the roadway’s significance within the region. This is a subjective criterion.

Regional Benefit
Benefit within KTMPO
Local Benefit

Points
4 to 5 points
2 to 3 points
0 to 2 points

Part B: Environmental Justice (EJ)

0 to 5 points—Subjective

The purpose of Environmental Justice (EJ) is to ensure that all communities, regardless of race, color,
national origin, or income, live in a safe and healthful environment and receive fair treatment. Fair
treatment means that no group of people, including racial, ethnic, or socioeconomic group should
bear a disproportionate share of the negative environmental consequences resulting from industrial,
municipal, and commercial operations or the execution of federal, state, local, and tribal programs
and policies.
Environmental Justice Communities of Concern (EJCOC) are defined by KTMPO. The criterion for
defining an EJCOC are a Census Tract where the Low-Income Index was in the 85% percentile and
above, a Census Tract with at least 50% of the population self-identified as minority, or a Census
Tract with at least 35% of the population self-identified as Hispanic or Latino descent.
This is a subjective criterion that will be scored based on the submitting member’s documentation. If
a project positively impacts an EJ area it will score higher, but if it has no benefit to an EJ area it will
score 0 points. If during the preliminary screening by staff, a project is identified as having a
potentially negative impact on an EJ area, the project may not be scored until the project sponsor
identifies and adds project components designed to eliminate or mitigate the negative impacts.

Provides specific benefits directed to an EJ area
Provides general benefit to region including EJ Areas
Provides no benefit to an EJ Area

Points
3 to 5 points
1 to 2 points
0 points
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Part C: Environmental Mitigation

0 to 5 points—Subjective

Section 4(f) of the Department of Transportation Act of 1966 stipulates that federal funds may not be
spent on projects in publicly-owned parks, recreational areas, wildlife and waterfowl refuges, or
public or private historical sites unless there are no feasible alternatives and all mitigating steps are
taken, or alternatively, that the project has a minimal impact on the use of the land.
Environmentally sensitive areas in the KTMPO region are identified in the 2045 MTP to include
natural or recreational areas, archaeological sites, historic structures, landfills, watersheds, aquifers,
and endangered species.
Actions that are defined as acts of environmental mitigation include avoiding, minimizing, rectifying,
reducing over time, and compensating for impacts. Projects which are expected to improve regional
air quality by improving travel speeds, reducing idling, promoting ridesharing or other travel modes,
or otherwise reducing the emissions of NO2 or VOC should be considered under this criterion. This
is a subjective criterion that will be scored based on the submitting member’s documentation. If a
project is not in an environmentally sensitive area and has no negative impacts on the environment
(including regional air quality impacts) and no mitigation is needed, then the project scores 5 points.
If a project is in a sensitive area or has negative environmental impacts the project scores between 0
and 4 points depending on the level of the environmental impacts and the level and effectiveness of
mitigation proposed to off-set those impacts.
Points
No negative environmental impacts (including AQ)
5 points
Minor negative impacts with substantial mitigation / elimination of impacts
3-4 points
Moderate negative impacts / adequate offsetting mitigation
2-3 points
Substantial negative impacts / adequate offsetting mitigation
1-2 points
Substantial negative impacts / little or no mitigation
0 points*
* Sponsor may be asked to revise and strengthen mitigation plan before the project is scored
Part D: Economic Development including Travel/Tourism

0 to 5 points—Subjective

Road projects can have direct impacts on economic activity, including supporting access and
development for new economic activity areas, redevelopment of economically depressed regions,
and access that supports activities creating new jobs. Projects can also travel and tourism through
providing access to all modes of transportation, allowing all types of tourists to easily navigate
throughout the area. Scoring is cumulative to a maximum of 5 points. This is a subjective score based
in part on the submitting member’s narrative.

Supports creation of new permanent jobs
Supports travel/tourism
Supports economic activity

Points
0 to 2 points
0 to 2 points
0 to 1 point
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Part E: Multimodal Support

0 to 5 points—Subjective

To support an integrated multimodal transportation system and to promote intermodal linkages, a
project is evaluated on whether or not it accommodates additional modes. Example linkages include
connections from road projects to transit, pedestrian, or bicycle facilities or networks. Projects may
also receive points for features which promote or accommodate other modes’ operations or facilities
or improve the safety of other modes’ interaction with the road network. This is a subjective criterion
that will be scored based on the submitting member’s documentation.

Supports additional modes
Supports only the highway mode

Part F: Security + Reliability

Points
1 to 5 points
0 points

0 to 5 points—Subjective

This criterion supports the ability of the transportation network to recover from emergency
situations and to mitigate their effects. A project’s score under this criterion may consider facilities
lying on an evacuation corridor or facilities which provide access to an evacuation corridor or
emergency services site.
Transportation Systems Management and Operations (TSMO) projects, which often use intelligent
transportation system (ITS) strategies such as variable message signs and active lane control are key
components of most security and reliability strategies and would be expected to score high in this
category.
The designated evacuation corridors for the region are IH 35, US 190, US 190/SH 36, SH 95, FM 93,
and FM 2268. Emergency services sites relevant to active transportation modes include access to
hospitals and designated shelters.
Scoring is cumulative to a maximum of 5 points. This is a subjective criterion to be scored based on
the submitting member’s documentation.
Scoring is cumulative to a maximum of 5 points. This is a subjective criterion to be scored based on
the submitting member’s documentation.
Points
Lies on a designated evacuation corridor
0 to 1 point
Enhances access for emergency services and other first responders 0 to 2 points
Provides or promotes use of alternate or bypass routes
0 to 1 point
Promotes communication / management of traffic
0 to 1 point
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Part G: Transportation Enhancements & Livability

0 to 5 points—Subjective

Contributions of transportation projects to the overall livability of the environment has been an
important consideration since the Transportation Enhancement program was established in ISTEA,
continuing forward under the Transportation Alternatives Program (TAP) in MAP-21. This
evaluation criterion continues that emphasis by scoring projects’ contributions to the overall
environment, aesthetics, and livability of the region. Projects which primarily address enhancements
and livability include, but are not limited to, the construction of turnouts for scenic views,
preservation of historic transportation facilities, pedestrian-scaled lighting and amenities,
landscaping and other scenic beautification, vegetation management, storm water management, and
environmental improvements. Projects which document their steps to reduce life-cycle costs, such
as landscaping with native species, xeriscaping, or integrated low-impact design (LID) storm water
systems should score higher for this criterion.
Scoring is cumulative to a maximum of 5 points. This is a subjective criterion to be scored based on
the submitting member’s documentation.

Enhances environment, aesthetics, or livability
Documents steps to reduce life-cycle costs
Part H: Sustainability

Points
0 to 3 points
0 to 2 points
0 to 5 points—Subjective

This criterion measures how a project contributes to social, environmental, and economic impacts in
a way that meets current needs without compromising the ability to meet future needs. It credits a
project for using any of the range of innovative approaches which promote sustainability or multimodalism in transportation, such as FHWA’s Context Sensitive Solutions, the FHWA’s INVEST
sustainability evaluation program, the Institute for Sustainable Infrastructure’s Envision evaluation
program, or the Green Roads evaluation program.
Programs and principles such as Context Sensitive Solutions (CSS) support the consideration of
transportation, land use, and infrastructure needs in an integrated way. Enhanced public
involvement and strengthened consideration of the natural and cultural environments are key
factors of CSS. Sustainability rating systems provide a framework for conceiving and planning
sustainable infrastructure projects which can reduce the negative environmental impacts of a
project, reduce life cycle costs, and help ensure that all aspects of a project are fully considered.
Scoring is cumulative to a maximum of 5 points. This is subjective criterion to be scored based on the
submitting member’s documentation.

Uses a sustainability-oriented approach
Uses a sustainability rating system

Points
0 to 3 points
0 to 2 points
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Part I: Complete Streets

0 to 5 points—Subjective

A Complete Streets approach integrates people and place in the planning, design, construction,
operation, and maintenance of the transportation network. The Complete-Streets approach helps to
ensure streets are safe for people of all ages and abilities, balance the needs of different modes, and
support local land uses, economies, cultures, and natural environments.
This criterion measures how a project takes into account access for all modes of transportation. The
Complete-Streets Streets approach promotes designs that provide for everyone, regardless of age,
ability, income, race, or ethnicity, to have safe, comfortable, and convenient access to community
destinations and public places–whether walking, driving, bicycling, or taking public transportation.
Scoring is cumulative to a maximum of 5 points. This is subjective criterion to be scored based on the
submitting member’s documentation.

Project incorporates a Complete-Streets approach
Part J: Freight

Points
0 to 5 points
0 to 5 points—Subjective

This criterion measures how a project contributes to the investment in freight infrastructure and
operational improvements, that as a result, strengthen economic stability, reduce congestion, lower
costs of freight movement, improve reliability, increase productivity, improve safety (for example,
truck safety rest areas), and reduce the number of environmental impacts as a result of freight
activity. Consideration should be given to how well the project reduces overall freight delay as well
as providing first mile/last mile solutions to improve access to major freight generators.

Increases reliability
Strengthens economic stability
Reduces congestion
Improves safety
Reduces environmental impacts

Points
1 point
1 point
1 point
1 point
1 point
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Transportation Choices and Livability Evaluation Track
1 Connectivity & Service Gaps

0 to 5 points each; 35 points maximum

Part A: Connections to Major Activity Centers

0 to 5 points—Objective

This criterion considers the project’s ability to reduce peak period traffic congestion and its ability to
provide connectivity to defined major activity centers. The defined major activity centers are sites
(malls, hospitals, colleges, airports, Fort Hood, large commercial developments, and schools),
typically with high concentrations of employment, which generate high levels of traffic in the peak
period. Projects that are close to and connect multiple special generators would have a greater ability
to reduce peak period traffic, and so would score higher. This is an objective criterion.

2 or more activity centers within 0.5 miles
1 activity center within 0.5 miles
Does not connect to a major activity center
Part B: Eliminates Barriers

Points
5 points
3 points
0 points

0 to 5 points each; 15 points maximum—Subjective

This criterion evaluates how a project addresses the barriers to active transportation which were
identified in the KTMPO Regional Thoroughfare and Pedestrian/Bicycle Plan. Barriers are defined in
terms of movements crossing a facility, not travel on it. The categories of barriers include, but are not
limited to:
•
•
•
•

Crossings of grade-separated arterials
Crossings of multilane arterials with at-grade intersections
Bridge crossings at overpasses and water features
Railroad track crossings

Examples of barriers reference the Regional Thoroughfare and Pedestrian/Bicycle Plan. Categories
relate to benefit to specific users, communities, or active transportation trip generators. This is a
subjective criterion.

Eliminates barrier in the bike/ped network
Eliminates barrier in the EJCOC
Eliminates barrier within 1 mile of a special generator

Points
0 to 5 points
0 to 5 points
0 to 5 points
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Part C: Active Transportation Network Connectivity

0 to 5 points—Subjective

The connectivity of the network determines the ease of movement from origin to destination and the
alternative routes available to bypass congestion. This criterion measures how well the project
improves that connectivity or closes a gap in the overall network. Scores are subjective and
cumulative. A project receives 2 points for closing a gap in the roadway network that supports transit
or active transportation and additional points for closing gaps in the pedestrian/bike or transit
network. A project receives an additional point if it serves a role in promoting overall regional
multimodal connectivity. This is a subjective criterion.

Closes a gap in the roadway network that supports transit or active transportation.
Closes a gap in the bike – pedestrian
Closes a gap in the transit network
Supports regional active transportation system connectivity
Part D: Addresses a Documented Need

Points
2 points
+1 point
+1 point
+1 point

0-5 points each; 10 points maximum—Subjective

As part of the narrative submitted for a project, the member should document how active
transportation needs have defined the project. The narrative should describe how the submitted
project will address the referenced needs. This is a subjective criterion.
Points
0 to 5 points
0 to 5 points

Documented need in EJCOC
Documented need in region
2 Access to Jobs

0 to 5 points each; 10 points maximum—Subjective

This criterion evaluates a project based on how well it supports active transportation facilities which
enhance the connection to employment opportunities. Projects focused on Environmental Justice
Communities of Concern can score higher. This is a subjective criterion.
Part A: Provides Access to Jobs in EJCOC

0 to 5 points – Subjective

Projects that promote access to jobs to low income and minority populations support social equity
and allows all residents of the region to participate in the regional economy. Promoting job growth
in underserved communities is both a regional, state, and federal priority.
Part B: Provides Access to Jobs in Region

0 to 5 points – Subjective

FAST Act goals include developing and maintaining a transportation system that supports and helps
to sustain the economic vitality of the region. One element of achieving this goal, is providing
improved access to jobs to allow all residents to fully participate in the regional economy.

Provides access to jobs in EJCOC
Provides access to jobs in region

Points
0 to 5 points
0 to 5 points
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3 Safety

0 to 5 points each; 20 points maximum—Objective and Subjective

This criterion rates a project on how it enhances the safety of pedestrians or bicyclists on the active
transportation network. This criterion is scored cumulatively with four different criteria of up to 5
points each. The first three criteria are subjective, and the fatality and serious injury rates scoring is
objective.

Provides an exclusive path on an arterial
Provides an active transportation connection to a school
Mitigates or eliminates identified hazards
Part A: Exclusive Path

Points
0 to 5 points
0 to 5 points
0 to 5 points
0 to 5 points—Subjective

An exclusive path is defined as being separated from vehicular traffic with a physical barrier such as
bollards, curbs, landscaped areas, or on-street parking. Projects on roads with a functional class of
minor arterial or higher in the KTMPO Regional Thoroughfare Plan are eligible for these points.
Part B: Connection to a School

0 to 5 points—Subjective

Projects which enhance safety by providing active transportation facilities which directly connect to
or serve a school.
Part C: Mitigates or Eliminates Identified Hazards

0 to 5 points—Subjective

Identified hazards include, but are not limited to, locations with five or more documented crashes
between pedestrians or bicycles and other transportation modes within the past five-year period.
Other hazards include physical and operational conditions which would contribute to safety issues,
such as storm water grate designs which could trap bicycle tires. Scoring is based on project potential
to remove or reduce the hazard with design improvements. Such as new pedestrian signals, midblock crossings, or pedestrian refuge islands.
Part D: Fatality / Serious Injury Rate

0 to 5 points—Objective

This criterion measures the project location’s number of fatalities and serious injuries per 100
million vehicle miles travelled against the statewide 5-year rolling average. A higher difference
indicates that a location has more safety issues than the statewide average. A higher difference
receives a higher score for a safety project. Proposed roads are assumed to be designed to current
safety standards, and therefore will receive the neutral score of 2.5 points for this criterion for meeting
the statewide average rates. This criterion is objective.

More than 10% higher than statewide fatality rate
0 to 10% higher than statewide fatality rate
0 to 10% lower than the statewide fatality rate
More than 10% lower than statewide fatality rate
Non-vehicular fatalities

Points
4 points
3 point
2 points
1 point
+1 point
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4

Linkage to MTP or Other Plan

0 to 5 points—Objective/Subjective

This criterion references the project’s inclusion in the current MTP or other plans. This criterion
demonstrates a project’s history and planning linkages. Projects with a history in the MTP are rated
as having a recognized need in the community and have been vetted by the prior planning and project
prioritization process, and so receive a higher score. Scores are cumulative for inclusion in one or
more plans or MTP lists, and the criterion is both objective and subjective.
Points
In the current MTP funded project list
2 points
In the current MTP regionally significant/unfunded List
1 point
In current Regional Multimodal Plan
1 point
On a segment of the current Congestion Management Process network 1 point

5

Local Priority & Support

0 to 5 points each; 10 points maximum

The local priority & support category of evaluation criterion is designed to define the extent of local
commitment to a project.
Part A: Local Priority

0 to 5 points—Objective/Subjective

The stated preference order for implementation is defined by the submitting member, and may
consider objective and subjective factors, available funding, coordination with other projects or
planning, or other factors. Submitted projects within each respective evaluation track are listed in
order by the member. KTMPO staff will use the preference list as an objective criterion to score each
project within its appropriate evaluation track.

Preference #1
Preference #2
Preference #3
Preference #4
Preference #5
Preference #6 and lower

Points
5 points
4 points
3 points
2 points
1 point
0 points
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Part B: Local Support

0 to 5 points—Subjective

Local support and lack of controversy for a project are a gauge of the support that a project has from
both the official submitting member and from the general public. This measure may consider local
overmatch, resolutions, petitions, news articles, blog postings, or other relevant factors. This is a
subjective criterion that will be scored based on the submitting member’s documentation.

Significant local support
Moderate local support
Minimal local support
Significant local controversy
6

Project Scope

Points
4 to 5 points
2 to 3 points
1 to 2 points
0 points
0 to 5 points each; 45 points maximum

Part A: Scope of Benefit

1 to 5 points—Subjective

A submitting member’s narrative should be used to evaluate the project’s scope of benefits. Factors to
be considered include, but are not limited to, the project’s geographic scale, functional class of the
project roadway (if the active transportation project is adjacent to a roadway) and connecting
roadways, and the roadway’s significance within the region. This is a subjective criterion.

Regional Benefit
Benefit within KTMPO
Local Benefit
Part B: Environmental Justice

Points
4 to 5 points
2 to 3 points
1 to 2 points
0 to 5 points—Subjective

The purpose of Environmental Justice (EJ) is to ensure that all communities, regardless of race, color,
national origin, or income, live in a safe and healthful environment and receive fair treatment. Fair
treatment means that no group of people, including racial, ethnic, or socioeconomic group should
bear a disproportionate share of the negative environmental consequences resulting from industrial,
municipal, and commercial operations or the execution of federal, state, local, and tribal programs
and policies.
Environmental Justice Communities of Concern (EJCOC) are defined by KTMPO. The criterion for
defining an EJCOC are a Census Tract where the Low-Income Index was in the 85% percentile and
above, a Census Tract with at least 50% of the population self-identified as minority, or a Census
Tract with at least 35% of the population self-identified as Hispanic or Latino descent.
This is a subjective criterion that will be scored based on the submitting member’s documentation. If
a project positively impacts an EJ area it will score higher, but if it has no benefit to an EJ area it will
score 0 points. If during the preliminary screening by staff, a project is identified as having a
potentially negative impact on an EJ area, the project may not be scored until the project sponsor
identifies and adds project components designed to eliminate or mitigate the negative impacts.
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Provides specific benefits directed to an EJ area
Provides general benefit to region including EJ Areas
provides no benefit to an EJ Area
Part C: Environmental Mitigation

Points
3 to 5 points
1 to 2 points
0 points
0 to 5 points—Subjective

Section 4(f) of the Department of Transportation Act of 1966 stipulates that federal funds may not be
spent on projects in publicly-owned parks, recreational areas, wildlife and waterfowl refuges, or
public or private historical sites unless there are no feasible alternatives and all mitigating steps are
taken, or alternatively, that the project has a minimal impact on the use of the land.
Environmentally sensitive areas in the KTMPO region are identified in the 2045 MTP to include
natural or recreational areas, archaeological sites, historic structures, landfills, watersheds, aquifers,
and endangered species. Actions that are defined as acts of environmental mitigation include
avoiding, minimizing, rectifying, reducing over time, and compensating for impacts. Projects which
are expected to improve regional air quality by improving travel speeds, reducing idling, promoting
ridesharing or other travel modes, or otherwise reducing the emissions of NO2 or VOC should be
considered under this criterion. This is a subjective criterion that will be scored based on the
submitting member’s documentation. If a project is not in an environmentally sensitive area and has
no negative impacts on the environment (including regional air quality impacts) and no mitigation is
needed, then the project scores 5 points. If a project is in a sensitive area or has negative
environmental impacts the project scores between 0 and 4 points depending on the level of the
environmental impacts and the level and effectiveness of mitigation proposed to off-set those
impacts.
Points
No negative environmental impacts (including AQ)
5 points
Minor negative impacts with substantial mitigation / elimination of impacts
3-4 points
Moderate negative impacts / adequate offsetting mitigation
2-3 points
Substantial negative impacts / adequate offsetting mitigation
1-2 points
Substantial negative impacts / little or no mitigation
0 points*
* Sponsor may be asked to revise and strengthen mitigation plan before the project is scored
Part D: Economic Development including Travel/Tourism

0 to 5 points—Subjective

Road projects can have direct impacts on economic activity, including supporting access and
development for new economic activity areas, redevelopment of economically depressed regions,
and access that supports activities creating new jobs. Projects can also travel and tourism through
providing access to all modes of transportation, allowing all types of tourists to easily navigate
throughout the area. Scoring is cumulative to a maximum of 5 points. This is a subjective score based
in part on the submitting member’s narrative.

Supports creation of new permanent jobs
Supports travel/tourism
Supports economic activity

Points
0 to 2 points
0 to 2 points
0 to 1 point
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Part E: Multimodal Support

0 to 5 points—Subjective

To support an integrated multimodal transportation system and to promote intermodal linkages, a
project is evaluated on whether or not it accommodates additional modes. Example linkages include
connections from road projects to transit, pedestrian, or bicycle facilities or networks. Projects may
also receive points for features which promote or accommodate other modes’ operations or facilities
or improve the safety of other modes’ interaction with the road network. This is a subjective criterion
that will be scored based on the submitting member’s documentation.

Supports additional modes
Supports only the highway mode
Part F: Security + Reliability

Points
1 to 5 points
0 points
0 to 5 points—Subjective

This criterion supports the ability of the transportation network to recover from emergency
situations and to mitigate their effects. A project’s score under this criterion may consider facilities
lying on an evacuation corridor or facilities which provide access to an evacuation corridor or
emergency services site.
Transportation Systems Management and Operations (TSMO) projects, which often use intelligent
transportation system (ITS) strategies such as variable message signs and active lane control are key
components of most security and reliability strategies and would be expected to score high in this
category.
The designated evacuation corridors for the region are IH 35, US 190, US 190/SH 36, SH 95, FM 93,
and FM 2268. Emergency services sites relevant to active transportation modes include access to
hospitals and designated shelters.
Scoring is cumulative to a maximum of 5 points. This is a subjective criterion to be scored based on
the submitting member’s documentation.

Lies on a designated evacuation corridor
Enhances access for emergency services and other first responders
Provides or promotes use of alternate or bypass routes
Promotes communication / management of traffic

Points
0 to 1 point
0 to 2 points
0 to 1 point
0 to 1 point
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Part G: Resiliency

0 to 5 points—Objective/Subjective

Resiliency is the ability of a transportation facility to survive or, in the alternative, recover from
natural disasters such as floods, fires, and other major weather events. Resiliency is a hybrid category
that has two points. The roadway or other transportation facility receives a vulnerability assessment
score using available GIS data (e.g. flood insurance rate maps (FIRM)) and the FHWA vulnerability
assessment tool to provide a vulnerability score. The TAC project evaluation team then scores the
project based on its anticipated ability to address or mitigate this vulnerability. The two factors are
combined to calculate the final score.

Project does not reduce vulnerability
Project has some features likely to contribute to a
moderate/general reduction in vulnerability
Project provides specific resiliency enhancements targeted to
significantly reduce vulnerability
Part H: Transportation Enhancements & Livability

Points
0 points
up to 2.5 points
up to 5.0 points
0 to 5 points—Subjective

Contributions of transportation projects to the overall livability of the environment has been an
important consideration since the Transportation Enhancement program was established in ISTEA,
continuing forward under the Transportation Alternatives Program (TAP) in MAP-21. This
evaluation criterion continues that emphasis by scoring projects’ contributions to the overall
environment, aesthetics, and livability of the region. Projects which primarily address enhancements
and livability include, but are not limited to, the construction of turnouts for scenic views,
preservation of historic transportation facilities, pedestrian-scaled lighting and amenities,
landscaping and other scenic beautification, vegetation management, storm water management, and
environmental improvements. Projects which document their steps to reduce life-cycle costs, such
as landscaping with native species, xeriscaping, or integrated low-impact design (LID) storm water
systems should score higher for this criterion.
Scoring is cumulative to a maximum of 5 points. This is a subjective criterion to be scored based on
the submitting member’s documentation.

Enhances environment, aesthetics, or livability
Documents steps to reduce life-cycle costs

Points
0 to 3 points
0 to 2 points
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Part I: Sustainability

0 to 5 points—Subjective

This criterion measures how a project contributes to social, environmental, and economic impacts in
a way that meets current needs without compromising the ability to meet future needs. It credits a
project for using any of the range of innovative approaches which promote sustainability or multimodalism in transportation, such as FHWA’s Context Sensitive Solutions, the FHWA’s INVEST
sustainability evaluation program, the Institute for Sustainable Infrastructure’s Envision evaluation
program, or the Green Roads evaluation program.
Programs and principles such as Context Sensitive Solutions (CSS) support the consideration of
transportation, land use, and infrastructure needs in an integrated way. Enhanced public
involvement and strengthened consideration of the natural and cultural environments are key
factors of CSS. Sustainability rating systems provide a framework for conceiving and planning
sustainable infrastructure projects which can reduce the negative environmental impacts of a
project, reduce life cycle costs, and help ensure that all aspects of a project are fully considered.
Scoring is cumulative to a maximum of 5 points. This is subjective criterion to be scored based on the
submitting member’s documentation.

Uses a sustainability-oriented approach
Uses a sustainability rating system

Points
0 to 3 points
0 to 2 points
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Appendix A
Texas Funding Program Categories
In Texas, transportation funding is apportioned through 12 funding categories. Categories 1-9
combine formulary funding from both federal (FAHP) and state programs. Categories 10, 11, and 12
are strategic and discretionary funding categories. The following lists and provides a general
overview of each funding category.
•

Category 1 - Preventive Maintenance and Rehabilitation: Preventive maintenance and
rehabilitation on the existing state highway system, including minor roadway
modifications to improve operations and safety; and the installation, rehabilitation,
replacement, and maintenance of pavement, bridges, traffic control devices, traffic
management systems, and ancillary traffic devices.

•

Category 2 - Metropolitan and Urban Area Corridor Projects: Mobility and added capacity
projects along a corridor that improve transportation facilities in order to decrease travel
time and the level or duration of traffic congestion, and safety, maintenance, or
rehabilitation projects that increase the safe and efficient movement of people and freight
in metropolitan and urbanized areas.

•

Category 3 - Non-Traditionally Funded Transportation Projects: Transportation-related
projects that qualify for funding from sources not traditionally part of the state highway
fund including state bond financing under programs such as Proposition 12 (General
Obligation Bonds), Texas Mobility Fund, pass through toll financing, unique federal
funding, regional toll revenue, and local participation funding. For KTMPO roadways,
funding for any project with Category 3 funds is determined by state legislation, Texas
Transportation Commission approved minute order, or local government commitments.

•

Category 4 - Statewide Connectivity Corridor Projects: Mobility and added capacity
projects on major state highway system corridors which provide statewide connectivity
between urban areas and corridors, to create a highway connectivity network composed
of the Texas Highway Trunk System, National Highway System, and connections from
those two systems to major ports of entry on international borders and Texas water
ports.

•

Category 5 - Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality Improvement: Congestion mitigation
and air quality improvement area projects to address attainment of a national ambient
air quality standard in nonattainment areas of the state. KTMPO is in attainment status
as of 2019; projects in the MTP are not eligible for Category 5 funds at this time.

•

Category 6 - Structures Replacement and Rehabilitation Bridge Program; Railroad Grade
Separation Program: Replacement and rehabilitation of deficient existing bridges located
on public highways, roads, and streets in the state; construction of grade separations at
existing highway and railroad grade crossings; and rehabilitation of deficient railroad
underpasses on the state highway system. Bridge projects in the MTP may be eligible for
Category 6 funding if they meet established criteria.

•

Category 7 - Metropolitan Mobility/Rehabilitation: Transportation needs within the
boundaries of designated metropolitan planning areas of metropolitan planning
organizations located in a transportation management area (TMA). The KTMPO study
area was designated a TMA based on the 2010 US Census, and therefore projects in the
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MTP are eligible for Category 7 funds.
•

Category 8 – Safety: Safety-related projects both on and off the state highway system
including the federal Highway Safety Improvement Program, Railway-Highway Crossing
Program, Safety Bond Program, and High-Risk Rural Roads Program. Projects in the MTP
may be eligible for Category 8 funding if they improve safety.

•

Category 9 - Transportation Alternatives Program: Transportation-related activities as
described in the Transportation Alternatives Set -Aside Program, such as on and off-road
pedestrian and bicycle facilities, and infrastructure projects for improving access to
public transportation.

•

Category 10 – Supplemental Transportation Projects: Transportation-related projects
that do not qualify for funding in other categories, including landscape and aesthetic
improvement, erosion control and environmental mitigation, construction and
rehabilitation of roadways within or adjacent to state parks, fish hatcheries, and similar
facilities, replacement of railroad crossing surfaces, maintenance of railroad signals,
construction or replacement of curb ramps for accessibility to pedestrians with
disabilities, and miscellaneous federal programs. No projects in the MTP qualify for
Category 10 funding.

•

Category 11 – District Discretionary: Projects eligible for federal or state funding selected
at the district engineer’s discretion. TxDOT districts select projects using a performancebased prioritization process that assesses district-wide maintenance, safety, or mobility
needs. Projects in the MTP may be considered for funding under the Cat 11 District
Discretionary program.

•

Category 12 – Strategic Priority: Projects with specific importance to the state including
those that generally promote economic opportunity, increase efficiency on military
deployment routes or retain military assets in response to the federal military base
realignment and closure reports, and maintain the ability to respond to both man made
and natural emergencies.
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Appendix B
Unified Transportation Program (UTP) Funding Allocation
The following table shows the 2020 UTP funding targets for the KTMPO region for fiscal years 2020
through 2029. The cost of projects included in the 10-year short range plan component of the 2045
MTP must come from the allocated categories and cannot exceed UTP projected funding available during
that 10-year period. These designated funding allocations are subject to change over time as the UTP
is amended to address new National or State programs, or fiscal circumstances change with the
economy.
KTMPO
2020 UTP Planning Targets
Fiscal Years 2020 to 2029
Cat 1

Cat 2

Cat 3 Cat 4 Cat 5 Cat 6

$ 227,380,000

Cat 7

Cat 8

$ 60,440,000

Cat 9

Cat 10 Cat 11 Cat 12

$ 3,900,000

Projects programmed for implementation in the long-range component of the 2045 MTP must also
be fiscally constrained based upon the projected future categorical funding levels. Those long-range
funds (for years 11 through 25) would be in addition to the planned allocations presented above.
Note: The following is the DRAFT planned allocation for the 2021 UTP covering the period 2021 to 2030

KTMPO
DRAFT 2021 UTP Planning Targets
Fiscal Years 2021 to 2030
Cat 1

Cat 2
189,232,732

Cat 3 Cat 4 Cat 5 Cat 6

Cat 7
61,317,870

Cat 8

Cat 9
3,940,100

Cat 10 Cat 11 Cat 12
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Appendix C
KTMPO Major Activity Centers List
The following list shows the major activity centers list used to score criteria 2 Part B. This list has
been approved by the KTMPO Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) and Transportation Planning
Policy Board (TPPB). The list includes schools, colleges/universities, airports, major hospitals, all
entrances to Fort Hood, malls, and other large commercial developments. An explanation of the
methodology and parameters used to select the list is available upon request.
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Schools
Name

Address

City

University of Mary Hardin-Baylor

900 College St

Belton

76513 University

Central Texas College - Fort Hood

72nd St Building 3200/3201

Fort Hood

76544 University

Central Texas College

6200 W Central Texas Expy

Killeen/Copperas Cove

76549 University

TAMU-Central Texas

1001 Leadership Pl

Killeen

76549 University

Temple College

2600 S 1st St

Temple

76504 University

W of S 1st St

Temple College

1903 S 1st St

Temple

76504 University

E of S 1st St

Bartlett Elementary/Middle/High School

404 Robinson St

Bartlett

76511 Elementary/MS/HS

1 complex - all schools

Charter Oak Elementary School

8402 Poison Oak Dr

Belton

76513 Elementary

Chisholm Trail Elementary School

1082 S Wheat Rd

Belton

76513 Elementary

Leon Heights Elementary School

1501 N Main St

Belton

76513 Elementary

Miller Heights Elementary School

1110 Fairway Dr

Belton

76513 Elementary

Southwest Elementary School

611 Saunders St

Belton

76513 Elementary

Sparta Elementary School

1800 Sparta Rd

Belton

76513 Elementary

Belton Middle School

1704 Sparta Rd

Belton

76513 MS

South Belton Middle School

805 Sagebrush

Belton

76513 MS

Belton High School

600 Lake Rd

Belton

76513 HS

Belton New Tech High School

320 N Blair St

Belton

76513 HS

Proposed New School

NE corner of LP 121 & 2nd Ave

Belton

76513

31.062824, -97.478541

Proposed New School

SW corner of LP 121 & Shanklin Rd.

Belton

76513

31.031656, -97.489574

Proposed New School

FM 436 east of Elm Grove

Belton

76513

Hubbard Branch location

Fairview Miss Jewell Elementary School

710 S 5th St

Copperas Cove

76522 Elementary

Hettie Halstead Elementary School

910 N Main St

Copperas Cove

76522 Elementary

Hollie Parsons Elementary School

1120 Risen Star Ln

Copperas Cove

76522 Elementary

House Creek Elementary School

351 Lutheran Church Rd

Copperas Cove

76522 Elementary

J L Williams Ledger School

905 Courtney Ln

Copperas Cove

76522 Elementary

Mae Stevens Early Learning Academy

302 Manning Dr

Copperas Cove

76522 Elementary

Martin Walker Elementary School

100 FM 3046

Copperas Cove

76522 Elementary

Taylor Creek Elementary School

2096 Big Divide Rd

Copperas Cove

76522 Elementary

Copperas Cove Jr High School

702 Sunny Ave

Copperas Cove

76522 MS

C R Clements Intermediate School

1115 Northern Dancer Dr

Copperas Cove

76522 MS

S C Lee Jr High School

1205 Courtney Ln

Copperas Cove

76522 MS

Copperas Cove High School

400 S 25th St

Copperas Cove

76522 HS

Crossroads High School

306 E Ave E

Copperas Cove

76522 HS

Clarke Elementary School
Clear Creek Elementary School

51612 Comanche Ave
4800 Washington St

Fort Hood
Fort Hood

76544 Elementary
76544 Elementary

Duncan Elementary School

52400 Muskogee St

Fort Hood

76544 Elementary

Meadows Elementary School

423 27th St

Fort Hood

76544 Elementary

Montague Village Elementary School

84001 Clements Dr

Fort Hood

76544 Elementary

Oveta Culp Hobby Elementary School

53210 Lost Moccasin

Fort Hood

76544 Elementary

Venable Village Elementary School

60160 Venable Dr

Fort Hood

76544 Elementary

Audie Murphy Middle School

53393 Sun Dance Dr

Fort Hood

76544 MS

KISD Early College High School

51000 Tank Destroyer Blvd

Fort Hood

76544 HS

Harker Heights Elementary School

726 S Ann Blvd

Harker Heights

76548 Elementary

Mountain View Elementary School

500 Mountain Lion Rd

Harker Heights

76548 Elementary

Skipcha Elementary School

515 Prospector Trail

Harker Heights

76548 Elementary

Union Grove Middle School

101 E Iowa Dr

Harker Heights

76548 Elementary

Proposed Elementary School

Harker Heights

Zip Code

Type

Elementary

Eastern Hills Middle School

300 Indian Trail

Harker Heights

76548 MS

Nolan Middle School

1600 Warriors Path Rd

Harker Heights

76548 MS

Harker Heights High School

1001 E FM 2410

Harker Heights

76548 HS

Notes

Next to CR Clements

Next to Hollie Parsons

located at 31.058985, -97.623989

Holland Elementary School

503 Crockett St

Holland

76534 Elementary

Holland Middle School

302 Hackberry Rd

Holland

76534 MS

Holland High School

101 Rose St

Holland

76534 HS

Alice W Douse Elementary School

700 Rebecca Lynn Ln

Killeen

76542 Elementary

Bellaire Elementary School

108 W Jasper Dr

Killeen

76542 Elementary

Brookhaven Elementary School

3221 Hilliard Ave

Killeen

76543 Elementary

Cedar Valley Elementary School

4801 Chantz Dr

Killeen

76542 Elementary

Clifton Park Elementary School

2200 Trimmier Rd

Killeen

76541 Elementary

Dr. Joseph A Fowler Elementary School

4910 Katy Creek Ln

Killeen

76549 Elementary

East Ward Elementary School

1608 E Rancier Ave

Killeen

76541 Elementary

Hay Branch Elementary School

6101 Westcliff Rd

Killeen

76543 Elementary

Haynes Elementary School

3309 W Canadian River Loop

Killeen

76549 Elementary

Iduma Elementary School

4400 Foster Ln

Killeen

76549 Elementary

Ira Cross Jr Elementary School

1910 Herndon Dr

Killeen

76543 Elementary

Maude Moore Wood Elementary School

6410 Morganite Ln

Killeen

76542 Elementary

Maxdale Elementary School

2600 Westwood Dr

Killeen

76549 Elementary

Oak Creek Academy

1020 Trimmier Rd

Killeen

76541 Elementary

Peebles Elementary School

1800 N W S Young Dr

Killeen

76543 Elementary

Pershing Park Elementary School

1500 W Central Texas Expy

Killeen

76549 Elementary

Reeces Creek Elementary School

400 W Stan Schlueter Loop

Killeen

76542 Elementary

Saegert Elementary School

5600 Schorn Dr

Killeen

76542 Elementary

Sugar Loaf Elementary School

1517 Barbara Ln

Killeen

76549 Elementary

Timber Ridge Elementary School

5402 White Rock Dr

Killeen

76542 Elementary

Trimmier Elementary School

4400 Success Dr

Killeen

76542 Elementary

West Ward Elementary School

709 W Dean Ave

Killeen

76541 Elementary

Willow Springs Elementary School

2501 W Stan Schlueter Loop

Killeen

76549 Elementary

Future Yowell Ranch Elementary School

Killeen

Elementary

Under construction

located at 31.041681, -97.724603

Killeen #36

5501 Azura Way

Killeen

76549 Elementary

Under construction

Clifton Park/Bellaire Consolidated School

505 Jasper Rd

Killeen

76541 Elemenaary

Under Construction

St Joseph Catholic School

2901 E Rancier Ave

Killeen

76543 Elementary/MS

Charles E Patterson Middle School

8383 W Trimmier Rd

Killeen

76542 MS

Gateway Middle School

1307 Gowen Dr

Killeen

76543 MS

Liberty Hill Middle School

4500 Kit Carson Trail

Killeen

76542 MS

Live Oak Ridge Middle School

2600 Robinett Rd

Killeen

76549 MS

Manor Middle School

1700 South W S Young Drive

Killeen

76543 MS

Palo Alto Middle School

2301 W Elms Rd

Killeen

76549 MS

Rancier Middle School

3301 Hilliard Ave

Killeen

76543 MS

Roy J Smith Middle School

6000 Brushy Creek Dr

Killeen

76549 MS

Chaparral High School/Middle School

4400 Chapparal Rd

Killeen

76542 HS/MS

C.E. Ellison High School

909 E Elms Rd

Killeen

76542 HS

Gateway High School

4100 Zephyr Rd

Killeen

76543 HS

Killeen High School

500 N 38th St

Killeen

76543 HS

Robert M. Shoemaker High School

3302 S Clear Creek Rd

Killeen

76549 HS

Montessori School

5610 E Central Texas Expy

Killeen

76543 Alternative

Pathways Academic Campus

1322 Stagecoach Rd

Killeen

76542 Specialty

Under construction

Academy Elementary School

311 N Bumblebee Dr

Little River Academy

76554 Elementary

Academy Intermediate School

107 S Pondalily

Little River Academy

76554 MS

Academy Middle School

501 E Main St

Little River Academy

76554 MS

Academy High School

602 E Main St

Little River Academy

76554 HS

Nolanville Elementary School

901 Old Nolanville Rd

Nolanville

76559 Elementary

Richard E Cavazos Elementary School

1200 10th St

Nolanville

76559 Elementary

Rogers Elementary School

802 Cemetery Rd

Rogers

76569 Elementary

Rogers Middle School/High School

1 Eagle Dr

Rogers

76569 MS/HS

Thomas Arnold Elementary School

510 Thomas Arnold Rd

Salado

76571 Elementary

Salado Jr High School

620 Thomas Arnold Rd

Salado

76571 MS

Salado Middle School

1169 Williams Rd

Salado

76571 MS

Salado High School

1880 Williams Rd

Salado

76751 HS

Cater Elementary School

4111 Lark Trail

Temple

76504 Elementary

Hector P Garcia Elementary School

2525 Lavendusky Dr

Temple

76501 Elementary

High Point Elementary School

1635 Starlight Dr

Temple

76502 Elementary

Jefferson Elementary School

2616 N 3rd St

Temple

76501 Elementary

Kennedy Powell Elementary School

3703 W Nugent Ave

Temple

76504 Elementary

Lakewood Elementary School

11200 W Adams Ave

Temple

76502 Elementary

Pirtle Elementary School

714 S Pea Ridge Rd

Temple

76502 Elementary

Raye Allen Elementary School

5015 S 5th St

Temple

76504 Elementary

Scott Elementary School

2301 W Ave P

Temple

76504 Elementary

Tarver Elementary School

7949 Stonehollow

Temple

76502 Elementary

Thornton Elementary School

2825 Cottonwood Ln

Temple

76502 Elementary

Western Hills Elementary School

600 Arapaho Dr

Temple

76504 Elementary

St Mary's Catholic School

1019 S 7th St

Temple

76504 Elementary/MS

Central Texas Christian School

4141 W Hwy 93

Temple

76502 Elementary/MS/HS

Bonham Middle School

4600 Midway Dr

Temple

76502 MS

Lamar Middle School

2120 N 1st St

Temple

76501 MS

Lake Belton Middle School

8818 Tarver Dr

Temple

76502 MS

North Belton Middle School

7907 Prairie View Rd

Temple

76502 MS

Holy Trinity Catholic High School

6608 W Adams Ave

Temple

76502 HS

Lake Belton High School

9809 FM 2483

Temple

76502 HS

Temple High School

415 N 31st St

Temple

76504 HS

Edna Bigham Mays Elementary School
Troy Elementary School
Raymond Mays Middle School
Troy High School

725 W Main St
808 E Austin St
915 W Main St
205 N Waco Rd

Troy
Troy
Troy
Troy

76579
76579
76579
76579

Elementary
Elementary
MS
HS

Rogers MS & HS same complex

KTMPO Major Activity Centers
Hospitals
Name

Address

City

Carl Darnell Army Medical Center

36065 Santa Fe Ave

Fort Hood

Zip Code
76544

Notes

Seton Medical Center

850 W Central Texas Expy

Harker Heights

76548

Metroplex Adventist Hospital

2201 S Clear Creek Rd

Killeen

76549

Scott & White Dialysis Center

3701 Scott and White Dr

Killeen

76543 In TAZ w/ emp > 500

Baylor Scott & White

2401 S 31st St

Temple

76508

McLane's Children Hospital

1901 SW H K Dodgen Loop

Temple

76502

Olin E Teague Veterans' Medical Center

1901 Veterans Memorial Dr

Temple

76504

Temple VA Clinic

1901 S 1st St

Temple

76504

Large Commercial Developments
Name

Address

City

Walmart Supercenter

2720 Business US 190

Copperas Cove

76522 Some dev, not largest area

Notes

Market Heights

201 E Central Texas Expy

Harker Heights

76548

Hobby Lobby Area

2002 E Central Texas Expy

Killeen

76541 Right across from Killeen Mall

Killeen Market Place

3200 E Central Texas Expy

Killeen

76543 Adjacent to Killeen Mall

Killeen Mall

2100 South WS Young Dr

Killeen

76543

Bird Creek Crossing

3550 S General Bruce Dr

Temple

76504 Large TAZ, shopping area small

Market Place Shopping Center

3002 S 31st St

Temple

76502 b/w Temple Mall & McLane's Children's hospital

Temple Mall

3111 S 31st St

Temple

76502

Name

Address

City

Skylark Field

1523 Stonetree Dr

Killeen

76543

Killeen-Ft. Hood Regional Airport

8101 S Clear Creek Rd

Killeen

76549

Temple Airport

7720-F Airport Rd

Temple

76501

Name

Address

Airports
Zip Code

Notes

Other
Fort Hood

City

Zip Code

Notes
multiple address at various entry points

KTMPO Major Activity Centers Objective Scoring
The Connections to Major Activity Centers criterion in the KTMPO Project Scoring Process (2020 Update)
seeks to consider the ability of a project to reduce peak period traffic congestion and provide connectivity
to defined activity centers. These activity centers are defined as sites with high concentrations of
employment that also generate high levels of traffic in the peak period. Sites that fall under this category
as approved in the updated Scoring Process include schools, universities, airports, hospitals, Fort Hood,
malls, and large commercial developments.
To comprehensively capture Major Activity Centers in the KTMPO region, staff members, with the help of
the TAC compiled a list of schools, universities, airports, hospitals, Fort Hood entrances, and large
commercial developments in the MPO planning area. To further refine the list, only currently existing
facilities or those expected to be constructed within the next 5 years were included. Hospitals included in
the list were defined as “major” facilities that had emergency room services; clinics and smaller facilities
were excluded. All of the entrances to Fort Hood were listed separately for the purposes of scoring the
entire area as an activity center.
Possibly the most difficult activity center type to define were the large commercial developments. Staff
utilized 2015 retail employment data to analyze Traffic Analysis Zones (TAZs) and pinpoint areas of highdensity employment at various thresholds in the planning region. Following this analysis staff concluded
that utilizing a threshold of 500 or more employees in a TAZ should define which areas would be included
in the major activity centers list. Using the threshold of 500 captures the high-density employment areas
that generate high levels of peak-period traffic as intended in the scoring process more accurately than
the threshold of 400.
One exception to the threshold of 500 is the North Temple Industrial Park (NTIP). According to the 2015
data, the TAZ with the NTIP had an employment base of 450, therefore it is not captured at the threshold
of 500 necessary for inclusion. However, staff recognizes that due to the analysis using 2015 data and
given the population and commercial development growth in the area, it is justifiable that the NTIP in
2020 should now have an employment population over 500, meriting inclusion in the major activity
centers list.
Staff supports the Major Activity Centers list to include schools, universities, airports, major hospitals, Fort
Hood entrances, and large commercial developments with employee thresholds of 500, including the
North Temple Industrial Park, as the comprehensive list of activity centers in the MPO planning area.

